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Bicarbonate of soda or baking soda to cure cancer? The amazing abundance of alternative cancer cures is more than most of us know, close to 400! The more notorious alternative cancer cures are the ones that get attacked viciously by the Medical Monopoly. Those cures are the ones that begin to develop into public practices that threaten their monopoly.

Then there are those inexpensive non-toxic remedies that slip by the Medical Monopoly virtually unnoticed. Some become like folk medicines that can be administered individually. This type of application worked for Vernon Johnston. He used baking soda and molasses as the driving force to recover from aggressive stage 4 prostate cancer, which had even metastasized into his bone matter!

His Brother’s Advice

After Vernon was diagnosed, Vernon’s brother Larry told him to work on raising his pH because cancer cannot thrive in a high or alkaline pH. Larry recommended cesium chloride to raise Vernon’s pH levels into a high alkaline level physiologically. Cesium chloride is another one of those alternative cancer remedies that are not well known.

Cesium treatment protocols used by doctors in conjunction with ozone or DMSO had a 50% cure rate. But this unimpressive cure rate, albeit better than orthodox treatments, included patients who had received some or all of the surgery, radiation and toxic chemotherapy that the AMA could offer.

Often these patients were drastically weakened with many of their non-cancerous cells destroyed and some organs damaged. Sometimes they were sent home to die. It’s estimated that at least 90% of cancer patients go through orthodox treatments before attempting to use natural alternative cures.

Vernon did not undergo any harmful orthodox treatments after he was diagnosed. He optimistically ordered the cesium chloride. But it got lost in the mail, or so it seemed. So he frantically looked for another source of raising his pH level into the alkaline range.

That’s when he discovered the remedy of baking powder or bicarbonate of soda with maple syrup. Not having maple syrup in his kitchen, he decided to use the molasses that was handy. He was anxious to kill the cancer before it killed him.

A Little Background on Baking Soda

Dr. Mark Sircus refers to oncology’s use of bicarbonate of soda in conjunction with chemotherapy to help protect vital organs from that poison. He asserts that all chemo patients would die without it. Dr. Sircus prefers using drips to get bicarbonate solutions into cancerous areas.

But he also advocates the oral aluminum free baking soda with maple syrup method in his book Sodium Bicarbonate – Rich Man’s Poor Man’s Cancer Treatment. Dr. Sircus is also a proponent of high magnesium dosages, usually transdermal, to assist healing with many maladies including cancer.

Tullio Simoncini M.D., a Rome based oncologist, has successfully used baking soda to flush cancerous areas by injection or catheter. He considers the oral use of sodium bicarbonate limited to areas of direct contact throughout the digestive tract, from mouth to anus.

Dr. Simoncini is convinced that baking soda’s anti-fungal action is the curative agent. He has observed the presence of Candida as the field wherein cancers thrive. He sees Candida as the cancer’s source. Thus, directly killing the fungus gets rid of the cancer.
It is Dr. Simoncini’s work and papers that have motivated the Cancer Tutor website to explain oral sodium bicarbonate with maple syrup while no longer recommending it. But Vernon Johnston never bought that information. It appears that Dr. Sircus encouraged Vernon to proceed with the oral method.

**Vernon’s Miraculous Results**

Vernon recorded his daily treatment in a diary. His self-applied treatment was the last phase of what he called his "dance with cancer". The protocol he used included a good diet to promote alkalinity along with mineral and vitamin supplements, and lots of sunshine.

Vernon also practiced breathing exercises to assist the increased oxygenation initiated by the sudden pH rise from sodium bicarbonate. Anaerobic cancer cells cannot tolerate oxygen. His daily reports, which recorded rapidly rising pH counts with sensations of intense oxygenation, are on his website and in Dr. Mark Sircus’s book on sodium bicarbonate healing.

After a few weeks, Vernon received a medical examination that confirmed his complete cure from prostate and bone cancer! His story was written up in a local California newspaper, The Valley News. Vernon’s case proves Mark Sircus’s point about oral sodium bicarbonate’s potential for healing any cancer, not just cancer in the digestive tract as Dr. Simoncini’s maintains.

Dr. Mark Sircus in his September 2009 newsletter stated: "My overall treatment philosophy for cancer is to trap the cancer in a deadly crossfire and beat the crap out of it with safe concentrated nutritional medicinals and solid health practices including plenty of sun exposure, exercise, touch via massage, and breathing techniques that you can see on Vernon’s site. But, as Vernon’s case demonstrates, the sodium bicarbonate is the lead... power... itself”.

**Conclusion**

The last quote from Dr. Sircus sums it up. When dealing with any natural cancer cures, it is wise to take a literally holistic approach, one that does not compromise any of the protocols used in the holistic combination. Obviously there will be disagreements among practitioners as to what a root cause is for any disease, especially cancer.

So finding one’s course of action can be baffling at first. But considering the low costs with the battery of options in the field of natural medicine, it seems worth investigating until one finds what is right or what combination of protocols is right.

We are fortunate that despite all the Medical Mafia’s efforts to suppress natural cancer cures, so many options are still available. Do your own research. You can start here in the sources section.
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